Integrated machine vision
More than embedded

Beyond embedded

While automation components are typically fully
integrated, image processing remains a largely
isolated domain.

Setting up the necessary connections to the
machine continues to be a serious challenge
– racking up integration costs or forcing
unnecessary compromises in overall system
performance.
The challenge facing innovative solution
providers is to transform image processing
from a superficial add-on into an integral part
of the machine concept.
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Synchronizing process variables for motion control,
I/O and image processing transforms machine
vision components into fully connected, seamlessly integrated sensors for intelligent manufacturing
solutions. When you give a machine eyes, you open
up a whole new world of innovative designs for
tomorrow’s intelligent machines and factories.

With the ability to use the controller’s real-time
communication, it becomes possible to
implement microsecond synchronization and
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runtime parameter changes for self-optimizing
control loops.
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Complete integration begins with an engineering
tool that encompasses a machine’s entire
automation solution. Not only does this streamline the engineering workflow, it brings the added
value of access to the modular software blocks
provided in the programming environment.
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Current trends toward embedded vision systems
and ongoing improvements in user-friendly
engineering tools are welcome developments,
because they make it considerably easier to
integrate computer-assisted image processing
into the overall machine design.

Integrated at every level

Rudimentary integration of image processing components in machine concept.

Perfectly integrated into the automation landscape.

Integrated machine vision:
The vision-enhanced future of automation
Exceptional performance

Extraordinary versatility
Powerful multi-core processor

The availability of increasingly powerful, energy-efficient processors for embedded vision systems is blurring the lines
between PC-based and compact solutions. Complete integration into the automation landscape eliminates resource-intensive
post-processing for synchronization, visualization and communication.

16 high-power multicolor LEDs

Unlike conventional vision sensors, B&R’s smart solution is not restricted to a single function. How the sensor will be used –
whether as a code reader or measurement device – is a question to be answered later in application, not at the time of purchase. In addition to streamlining logistics, this brings welcome agility to meet changing requirements.

Configurable status indicators

Depending on the complexity of the tasks involved, it’s even possible to create industry-specific solutions. The sensors are
open to a much wider range of applications.

High-resolution optics

Even more resources can be freed up through advanced lighting, triggering and preprocessing solutions – putting more
processing power at the disposal of complex image processing and machine control solutions.
Real-time flash lighting (jitter <1 µs)

The highly adaptable system can be tailored efficiently to the requirements of the application. The concept of integrated
machine vision provides fundamental advantages in overall machine design.

The same flexibility is offered by the smart camera, which is able to process all of a sensor’s image processing functions
sequentially. If the functional requirements of the sensor change, the system makes it easy to upgrade the platform without
adding unnecessary new development work.
Electronic focus setting

Different filter variants

IP67 protection

DESIGN OPTIONS

BEYOND VISIBLE

HIGH SPEED

Single-cable hybrid connection
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Adaptable functionality

Robust algorithms

Sub-pixel measurement

Highlights

Integrated hub for daisy-chaining

Lighting control with µs precision
High-performance LEDs (immune to
extraneous light)
Automatic adaptation to every situation
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One product – many functions
Electronic focus setting
FPGA preprocessing boost
Easy exchange thanks to factory calibration
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Flexible field of view
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Applications up to NIR (1000 nm)

Extremely short exposure times

Calibration

< Standardization
< Aberrations

Measurement

< Length
< Area

Orientation

< Edges
< Shape

Inspection

ABC

< Presence/Absence
< Surface

Reading

< Data code
< Text/Numbers

Find

< Position
< Location

Preprocessing

< Filter
< Transform

Compare

< Geometry
< Colors
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